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Abstract
We propose a video image recognition system for a kinetic analysis of rehabilitation trainings. The experimental results show our method can be applied to noisy video inputs without requiring ad hoc equipment.
The aim of our project is to develop a video image recognition system for a kinetic analysis of rehabilitation trainings. To make an effective rehabilitation program, it is important to analyze difference between movements of a physically impaired person and an unimpaired person. An analysis system of improvement of impaired person will make it possible to propagate effective training method and to practice remote rehabilitation in a depopulated area. For the kinetic analysis system, it is necessary to have robustness for noisy inputs. Conventional systems require a patient to walk in special equipment or to wear ad hoc equipment to avoid effect by noises. In this paper, we extend our previously proposed method for gesture recognition system to tracking method for applying the kinetic analysis system. We propose a new self-organization method using Maximum Neural Networks for tracking human movements. The experimental results show Maximum Neuron Model can be applied to a long time series of inputs avoiding effects by input noises.
